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a b s t r a c t
In smart cities, region-based prediction (e.g. traffic flow and electricity flow) is of great
importance to city management and public safety, and it remains a daunting challenge that
involves complicated spatial-temporal-related factors such as weather, holidays, events,
etc. Region-based forecasting aims to predict the future situation for regions in a city based
on historical data. In the existing literature, the state-of-the-art method solve region-based
problems with long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithms that extract the temporal view
and local convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithms that extract the spatial view (local spatial correlation via local CNN). In this paper, we propose a deep learning-based
method for region-based prediction for smart cities. First, we divide the cities into regions
based on the space dimension and model the situation of the cities in 3D volumes. Based on
the constructed 3D volumes, we design a model called multiple local 3D CNN spatialtemporal residual networks (LMST3D-ResNet) for region-based prediction in smart cities.
LMST3D-ResNet can extract multiple temporal dependencies (including trend, period
and closeness) for local regions and then predict the future citywide activities according
to the learned multiple spatial-temporal features. LMST3D-ResNet can also combine the
spatial-temporal features with external factors. LMST3D-ResNet includes 3D CNNs and
ResNet mechanisms for processing spatial-temporal information. In particular, 3D CNNs
have the ability to model 3-dimensional information due to 3D convolution and 3D pooling
operations, while ResNet enables the connection of the convolutional neural network
across layers to obtain a deeper network structure. Specifically, in our proposed model, a
novel region-based information extraction mechanism and an end-to-end multiple
spatial-temporal dependency learning structure are designed for local regions. Extensive
experimental results on two datasets, i.e., MLElectricity and BJTaxi demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed method over the exisiting state-of-the-art methods.
Ó 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the massive use of computing devices and the embedding of smart technologies [1,2] in these devices, cities have
become smarter, more conscious, and faster through computing devices [3] and smart technologies [4,5]. Accurate prediction
for regions in a city is crucial for smart cities. An increasing number of researchers attempt to leverage deep learning techniques to forecast situations for city regions [6]. Region-based predictions can obtain a more accurate future situation
because each local region in the city has different regional characteristics and is affected by its nearby and more distant
regions. The situational change in local regions is a dynamic and real-time process; thus, it has great challenges. For example,
region-based prediction of traffic volume can help the transportation department better manage traffic to cope with various
situations (i.e., traffic accidents). Furthermore, the transportation department can promptly inform vehicles in other regions
not to enter the region to avoid more serious congestion. We study region-based prediction and establish local spatial correlations with other regions. The spatial-temporal correlation among multiple local regions of the city aims to predict the
activity of the regions in the future based on historical information.
Regarding the region-based prediction of smart cities, electricity usage prediction, and traffic vehicle prediction are
important evaluation indicators. For instance, on August 14; 2003, a quarter of the US suffered an electricity outage. David
Rosenberg, the chief economist at Merrill Lynch, estimated that the entire economic loss was between 25 billion and 30 billion. The 2018 Shanghai Autumn and Winter Road Traffic Safety Work Conference revealed that there were 809 road traffic
accidents in Shanghai, causing 619 deaths and 385 injuries. In this paper, we take the electricity usage and traffic flow prediction as examples to show the effectiveness of our proposed model. The region-based predictions are affected by the following factors.
Factor 1: Local regional spatial correlations The spatial correlation of local regions is affected by spatially nearby regions.
For example, residential and industrial areas may cause large changes when people from living areas commute to industrial
areas for work. Furthermore, residential and commercial areas may cause substantial changes when people from living areas
travel to commercial areas for shopping during the holidays. Therefore, the dependencies of multiple local regions are extremely important for region-based prediction.
Factor 2: Temporal correlations For the local region i; j, different temporal intervals (i.e., recent, nearby and long) affect the
state of region-based prediction. For instance, the condition of electricity and traffic at 7 pm will affect the next temporal
intervals in the region.
Factor 3: External module factors The external module factors include accidents, events, and weather conditions. The state
of the local region i; j is related to external module factors. For example, in most cities, the changes in traffic vehicles and
electricity usage are large on Fridays from 6 pm to 7 pm.
Many of the techniques in the literature are applied to region-based predictions. The autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) and its variants have been widely applied to solve traffic prediction for time-series [7–9]. Some research
considers spatial correlation [10,11] and increases in external factors [12,13] (e.g., events, climate and weather); these methods improve the prediction accuracy, but they are only for linear features. With the rapid development of deep learning, neural networks model the relationship of multidimensional nonlinear features (e.g., image segmentation, object detection, and
natural language processing) [14–16]. Some research [17,6] has recommended treating the region in the city as an image.
Given a set of historical region images, the model predicts the region image change for the next timestamp. Convolutional
neural network (CNN) [18] are used to simulate complex spatial correlations. [19] has recommended using long short-term
memory (LSTM) [20] networks to predict loop sensor readings. They showed that the proposed LSTM model can model complex sequential features. These methods show superior performance compared to previous methods based on traditional
time-series prediction methods. However, they did not consider correlation between both the spatial and temporal sequential relationships. The weak correlation of local regions actually deteriorates the performance of prediction in a target region.
ST-ResNet [6] is based on a convolutional residual network to simulate the proximity and long-range spatial correlation
between any two regions in a city. STDN [21] captures the temporal and spatial features of traffic data through LSTM and
local 2D CNNs. However, they do not consider or do not fully use the low-level spatial-temporal correlation features and
dependency features among local regions. Therefore, this can cause an ineffective extraction of some features that would
otherwise enable achieving better accuracy.
To address these challenges, we propose LMST3D-ResNet for the spatial-temporal correlation among multiple local
regions of the city to predict the future situation for regions in a city based on historical data. The main motivation for
LMST3D-ResNet is the spatial-temporal correlation features in multiple local regions can be extracted and learned simultaneously to achieve historical data mining from low-level to high-level layers. The proposed LMST3D-ResNet establishes a
region-based prediction model that considers the three types of factors as described above. The 3D CNNs process 3dimensional information through the 3D convolution and the 3D pooling layer, which can effectively learn the spatialtemporal features of local regions. Furthermore, ResNet enables the connection of the convolutional neural network across
layers to achieve a deeper network structure. LMST3D-ResNet can extract multiple temporal dependencies (including trend,
period and closeness) for local regions. It dynamically aggregates the three network outputs (i.e., trend, period and closeness), and different weights are assigned to different branches. Our method is validated on the MLElectricity and BJTaxi datasets. The MLElectricity dataset contains one month of continuous data with a daily interval of ten minutes. The BJTaxi
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datasets consist of four time intervals of continuous data with a daily interval of a half hour. We compare our proposed
method with state-of-the-art methods and demonstrate its superior performance.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
 We propose a novel method called LMST3D-ResNet for learning the spatial-temporal features of citywide local regions by
local 3D CNNs. It considers the local regional spatial correlation, temporal correlation, and external module factors.
LMST3D-ResNet can combine the external module factors with the spatial-temporal features of multiple local 3D CNNs
outputs.
 LMST3D-ResNet is an end-to-end structure. It dynamically aggregates the three network outputs (i.e., trend, period and
closeness), and different weights are assigned to different branches. The aggregation is combined with the output of the
external factors.
 Our approach is appropriate for different types of datasets and can conduct different kinds of region-based predictions to
obtain different evaluation factors for citywide areas. LMST3D-ResNet demonstrates better flexibility in region-based
prediction.
 We validate our approach on the MLElectricity and BJTaxi datasets. The experimental results show that our proposed
LMST3D-ResNet is superior to the state-of-the-art methods.
2. Related work
With the development of region-based predictions, increasing literature has been published on different prediction indicators, such as electricity, air pollution, and traffic vehicles. Different predicting approaches have been applied to smart cities
[22].
For time-series prediction, different linear and nonlinear models are constructed. The autoregressive model (AR), uses its
own process of regression variables. That is, the linear combination of random variables at some time in the previous period
is used to describe the linear regression model of random variables at some later time. The moving average model (MA)
increases the smoothing fluctuation effect by increasing the number of periods of the moving average method. Historical
average (HA) is an estimate of the inflow and outflow of the region based on the average of the previous relative time intervals in the citywide regions. The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [23] model is widely applied [7–9] to
solve traffic prediction for time-series. Vector autoregressive (VAR) [24,25] models are commonly used to predict interconnected time series and to analyze the dynamic effects of random changes on variable systems. The LSTM model [20] extracts
long-term and short-term-related information from time trajectories. LGnet [26] proposes to solve the multivariate time series with missing values through the memory network and adversarial training to model the global temporal distribution.
Soto et al. [27] propose different fuzzy aggregation models to perdict multiple time series. These models can provide better
correlation over a continuous time series [28]. However, they are unable to capture most of the important spatial features
within the city regions.
For spatial prediction, some works explore various techniques to simulate spatial interactions. LSM-RN [10] predicts citywide region traffic by using matrix decomposition on the road network to capture spatial correlations between road junction
regions. The existing latent spaces are adjusted and updated by the sensor data and the data are used for training and realtime prediction. LinUOTD [11] uses a simple model structure to avoid the repetitive design of the model and a linear regression model for regularization of spatial-temporal features. XGBoost [29] is a method of building and extending trees based on
approximate tree learning algorithms and sparsity-aware algorithms, which can extend more unknown resources with fewer
resources available. Sugiyama et al. [30] have solved the problem of trajectory cost by a weight propagation mechanism and
simplified the problem into a kernel ridge regression problem. Zheng et al. [31] have proposed normalizing the prediction
differences between nearby locations and time points to obtain near spatial and temporal correlation. In addition, [12,13]
have further explored the utility of external environmental data, such as events, climate, and weather. However, these methods fail to simulate complex nonlinear spatial-temporal relationships.
Recently, the success of deep learning has prompted researchers to apply deep learning techniques to citywide region
prediction problems. For example, Ma et al. [32] use CNN on traffic images automatically by extracting spatial-temporal features of network traffic. DeepSD [33] can be regarded as a kind of multilayer perceptron (MLP)-extended model that
addresses the supply and demand mode and uses external environment information (i.e., weather and traffic information.)
In ST-ResNet [6], the residual network is implemented on traffic flow images. Yu et al. [19] suggested applying an LSTM network and an autoencoder to capture the sequential correlation between predicted traffic under extreme conditions for both
normal and peak hours. STDN [21] is proposed as a multiview spatial-temporal network that combines local 2D CNNs, LSTM
and an attention mechanism to predict traffic conditions. MST3D [34] is proposed implementing multiple 3D CNNs to make
full use of low-level spatial-temporal correlation features. In these studies, they do not consider or do not fully use some
features in the local region, such as low-level spatial-temporal correlation features and dependency features among local
regions.
In summary, our method is very different from the above literature. In our proposed model, a novel region-based information extraction mechanism and the spatial-temporal correlations among multiple local regions of the city are designed.
The spatial-temporal correlation features in multiple local regions can be extracted and learned simultaneously to achieve
historical data mining from low-level to high-level layers.
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3. Preliminaries
In this section, we define some concepts. Based on these concepts, we propose a region-based prediction problem.
According to this problem, some definitions are provided by taking BJTaxi and MLElectricity datasets as examples. The
details are as follows.
Definition 1. (City Local Region Segmentation): According to previous studies [6,10,32], based on longitude and latitude, the
city is divided into an I  J grid map size, where the grid map represents the region. We define each local region in the grid
map, expressed as nonoverlapping pairs ði; jÞ 2 ðI; J Þ. i and j represent the ith row and the jth column, respectively, of each
local region.
Problem 1 (City Region-based Prediction): Obtain a set of historical citywide regional spatial-temporal data with a time
interval of T ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t  1, where the citywide region is composed of multiple local regions. The problem of smart city
region-based prediction aims to predict region situations of the next time interval t by obtaining the historical spatialtemporal feature of each local region.
Definition 2. (City Traffic Flow): According to previous studies [6,34], we collect traffic records for time interval t, denoted as
P. We take the inflow and output of the BJTaxi dataset as an example in Figure 1. At time interval t, the traffic inflow and
outflow of each local region ði; jÞ are defined as Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively.

xin;i;j
¼
t

X
jfk > 1jg k1 R ði; jÞ ^ g k 2 ði; jÞgj

ð1Þ

Tr2P

xout;i;j
¼
t

X

j k P 1jg k 2 ði; jÞ ^ g kþ1 R ði; jÞ j

ð2Þ

Tr2P

where Tr : g 1 ! g 2 !; . . . ; ! g jTrj is a trajectory in P; k is the number of local regions, and g k is the geospatial coordinate,
g k 2 ði; jÞ represents the point g k that lies within grid ði; jÞ, and vice versa.
Definition 3. (City Electricity Usage): The difference between the citywide electricity flow and the definition of city traffic
flow is that it only considers inflows and does not need to consider outflows. The inflow of the electricity at the time interval
t is defined as Eq. 1

4. The proposed LMST3D-ResNet framework
In this section, we present a detailed description of our proposed LMST3D-ResNet framework using a region-based prediction method to predict the future situation for regions in a city. The architecture of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2. The model we propose has four aspects: local 3D CNNs, ResNet, weighted feature fusion and external module fusion.
We learn the spatial-temporal correlation features in multiple local regions through LMST3D-ResNet. The feature of the
spatial view is that the surrounding neighborhood of each local range is centered on Ri ;j . In Figure 2, the red line represents
the inflow from the spatially nearby regions to the current region; the black line represents the outflow from the current
region to spatially nearby regions. The features of the temporal view include different trend, period and closeness correlations, represented by pink, blue and yellow, respectively. The 3D convolutional layer and 3D pooling layer is represented by
light blue cubes and light green cubes, respectively. In each branch, the attribute features described above are learned by a
single 3D CNNs. LMST3D-ResNet dynamically aggregates the three network outputs (i.e., trend, period and closeness), and
different weights are assigned to different branches. External modules include climatic conditions, event information, and
other factors. We manually extract information from these modules. Then, we pass this information to the two fully connected layers. Finally, the external module information fusion and the spatial-temporal features are combined to calculate
the loss.
4.1. Local 3D CNNs
We first explain why the spatial-temporal correlation among multiple local regions is predicted by multiple local 3D
CNNs to predict the future situation for regions in a city based on historical data. Then, we analyze the impact of multiple
temporal correlations on region-based predicting and proposed a process for modeling multiple temporal correlations in our
approach.
The idea of local 2D CNNs is to solve the weak correlation between the current region and the neighboring regions, which
mainly represents the spatial view. Due to the limitations of 2D CNNs, temporal features can only be learned using another
method (e.g., LSTM). However, this method can only establish temporal connections on the high-level layer spatial-temporal
features, while low-level layer spatial-temporal features are not fully utilized. The 3D CNNs process 3-dimensional information through the 3D convolution and the 3D pooling layer, which can effectively learn the spatial-temporal features. The 3D
convolution equation is as follows:
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Fig. 1. Inflow and outflow in every region of Beijing.

ubij ðx; y; zÞ ¼

X

V b1
ðx  m; y  n; z  lÞW bij ðm; n; lÞ;
i

ð3Þ

m;n;l

The 3D feature equation in the bth layer taking the trend branch as an example is:

V bj ¼ f

!
X b
b
uij þ bj ;

ð4Þ

i

where f is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function and b is the bias term in the feature map.
With 3D CNNs, although the low-level features are better utilized, the weak correlation between regions still deteriorates
performance. To solve this problem, we propose that the local 3D CNNs method considers both the temporal limit of the local
2D CNNs and the limitation of the local spatial region correlation of 3D CNNs. It improves the spatial correlation by establishing the spatial-temporal dependency of multiple local regions.
4.1.1. Local spatial correlation
We regard the surrounding region as an L  L image with Ri ;j in the region as the center point. Ri ;j is expressed as a channel of demand values and controls the spatial granularity by L size. For the boundaries of the local region, we use zerohLLp
padding measures. The region image tensor is denoted as Y i;j
, for time interval t, each location i; j, time segments
t1 2 R
i;j;0
h and image channels p. The local 3D CNNs convert Y i;j
t1 to Y t1 as input and passes it to the N convolutional layers. Taking
the nth layer as an example, the transformation is defined as follows:



n
i;j;n1
Y i;j;n
 W nt1 þ bt1 ;
t1 ¼ f Y t1

ð5Þ
n

where  represents the 3D convolution operation, f is the activation function that represents f ðcÞ ¼ maxð0; cÞ, and W nt and bt
represent the nth layer of convolution parameters. The two parameters
i; j 2 I; J.

W 1;...;N
t1

and

1;...;N
bt1

are shared throughout all regions

4.1.2. Temporal correlation
It can be clearly seen from the above spatial correlation that the temporal correlation has a significant impact on regionbased prediction. We consider temporal correlation features in three categories, including closeness, period, and trend. In
Figures 3 and 4, we show the temporal correlations on the MLElectricity and BJTaxi datasets, respectively.
3D temporal closeness is modeled on recent time intervals of local region images of 2 channels. The recent fragment can
h
i
i;j
i;j
lc ijp
be denoted as Y i;j
.
tlc ; Y tðlc 1Þ ; . . . ; Y t1 , where lc is the length of the recent fragment. Its 3D form is expressed as V c 2 R
Similar to the method for handling the period and trend features, ld is the time interval extracted from the period fragh
i
i;j
ment, where d is the period span. The dependent sequence daily period can be denoted as Y i;j
. The
; Y i;j
; . . . ; Y t1
tld d
tðld 1Þd
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Fig. 2. Architecture of LMST3D-ResNet.

Fig. 3. Temporal correlations on the MLElectricity dataset.
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Fig. 4. Temporal correlations on the BJTaxi dataset.



i;j
i;j
sequence 3D form is V d 2 Rld ijp . The trend feature is defined as Y i;j
;
Y
;
.
.
.
;
Y
t1 . lq is the length of the trend
tlq q
tðlq 1Þq
correlation sequence and q is the trend span. The input 3D form is expressed as V s 2 Rlq ijp .

4.2. Residual network
Convolutional neural network (CNN) are capable of extracting different features based on different network layers. Different features can contribute different information. We assume that the size of the input citywide regions is 8  16, and the
kernel of the 3D convolution is 3  3  3. Modeling the spatial-temporal correlations across multiple local regions of the city
involves a relatively large number of convolutional layers. To use the CNN to extract feature information more fully from
predicted data of local regions, we increase the depth of the network as much as possible. However, gradient diffusions
or gradient explosions can easily occur if the network is arbitrarily deepened.
Therefore, the proposed deep residual learning enables the convolutional neural network to be connected across layers to
have a deeper network structure. This structure produces state-of-the-art results in the fields of image classification, object
detection, and image segmentation. According to the above discussion, the idea of the deep residual network [35] is added to
our model, shown in Figure 5. In our LMST3D-ResNet, the 3D residual network is defined as follows:

H ¼ x þ F ðxÞ;

ð6Þ

where x is the input to the 3D residual network, F ðxÞ is the 3D residual mapping, and H is the output of the 3D residual
network.
By adding a residual structure, the CNN can extract more features from the input data, especially for learning the spatialtemporal features in multiple local regions of the city. Additionally, it is a better approach to adjust the structure of the
model to output better results.

4.3. Weighted feature fusion
As discussed in Section 4:1:2, the local region is affected by multiple temporal correlations. Taking the BJTaxi dataset as an
example, for city region traffic vehicles, traffic conditions are transmitted through observation sensors. Traffic vehicles
change relatively little from 5 am to 6 am. However, the change from 6 pm to 7 pm is relatively large. Trend, period and
closeness branches have different effects for local regions because three branches extract different spatial-temporal features.
In each branch, the attribute features described above are learned by a 3D CNNs. LMST3D-ResNet dynamically aggregates the
three branches outputs (i.e., trend, period and closeness), and different weights are assigned to different branches; the equation is as follows:

V fusion ¼ W c  V c þ W s  V s þ W d  V d

ð7Þ

where V fusion denotes the fused features in the local region;  is the Hadamard product (i.e., elementwise multiplication for
tensors); V c ; V d ; V s are the features extracted by closeness, period and trend branches respectively; W c ; W d ; W s are the learnable parameters that adjust the degrees affected by different branches. Then, the fused features in the local region are flattened into a vector feature called V m3d .
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of a 3D convolution residual network. We add a residual mapping to the two 3D convolutional layers.

4.4. External module fusion
As is known, external module factors have a greater impact on the region-based prediction. Through our observations, the
number of traffic vehicles in bad weather conditions is significantly reduced compared to normal weather conditions, while
electricity consumption rises sharply. Therefore, considering these factors in the region-based prediction can better simulate
the real regional situation in the future.
In this paper, the external module factor is output through two fully connected layers. In feature extraction process, we
use one fully connected layer to activate each sub-factor. Then, we use a fully-connected layer to map the features V ext to
b is
have the same dimensionality as V m3d . We combine V m3d with the output of the external module. The fused output V
defined in Eq. 8:

b ¼ V m3d þ V ext
V

ð8Þ

b connect the fully connected layer through the Tanh function. Where, Tanh is a hyperbolic tangent function, ensuring
V
that the output value is between 1 and 1. This produces a faster convergence than the standard logistic function in the
backpropagation learning process.
4.5. Optimization
In our LMST3D-ResNet, we use the Adam algorithm as the optimizer. The input spatial-temporal correlation information is (defined in 4:1:2) V c ; V d , and V s . The feature information is extracted by our model, the value at time t is predicted,
and the problem is converted into a regression task. Adam is chosen as the optimizer because the first-order moment estimation and second-order moment estimation of the gradient can be calculated to design independent adaptive learning
rates for different parameters. The key to efficient calculations and proper parameter tuning is to take up less memory
during training.
4.6. Training model
Our proposed LMST3D-ResNet training process is summarized in Algorithm 1. We analyze the input data and its periodicity, taking a set of historical spatial-temporal correlation features as input. In the specific implementation, we divide different datasets into multiple input signals according to local spatial-temporal features, namely, closeness, period and trend
information. Using a 3D convolutional layer and a 3D pooling layer in our framework, all trainable parameters are backpropagated with random initialization. The optimization process uses the Adam function to make maximum use of spatialtemporal correlation information. The proposed model is implemented by TensorFlow and Keras.
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Algorithm 1 LMST3D-ResNet Algorithm
Require” Historical observations: Y I;J
0;...;n1 ;
External features: EI;J
1;...;n1 ;
Lengths of closeness, daily and trend: lc ; ld ; lq ;
Daily span: d, Trend span: q.
Ensure: Learned LMST3D-ResNet model.
D
£;
2: //Local spatial range;
for 8i; j 2 I; J do
4: for all available time interval tð1 6 t 6 n  1Þ do
h
i
V c ¼ Y i;j
; Y i;j
; . . . ; Y i;j
t1 ;
tlc
tðlc 1Þ
h
i
; Y i;j
; . . . ; Y i;j
6:
V d ¼ Y i;j
t1 ;
tld d
tðld 1Þd


V s ¼ Y i;j
; Y i;j
; . . . ; Y i;j
t1 ;
tlq q
tðlq 1Þq
8:
//Y t is the state of the city region at time t;
ðV c ; V d ; V s ; Et Þ conveys to D;
10: end for
end for
12: //Training model;
Initialize all learnable parameters h in LMST3D-ResNet;
14: while stopping criteria is not met do
Randomly select a batch of instances Db from D;
16: Put each V c ; V d ; V s ; Et of the instance in Db into the corresponding branch respectively;
Find h by minimizing the objective with Db ;
18: end while
return

5. Experiment
In this section, we validate our proposed LMST3D-ResNet on two real datasets. Our proposed LMST3D-ResNet is compared to other existing methods to achieve a comprehensive quantitative assessment.
5.1. Datasets
In the experiment, our proposed LMST3D-ResNet is evaluated on two real datasets (i.e., BJTaxi and MLElectricity). The
contents of the dataset are described in detail below.
 MLElectricity: The Milan electricity dataset contains 571; 392 electricity records for the Milan region from
2013=12=01 to 2013=12=30. In this dataset, Milan is divided into 8  16 regions. The length of each time interval
is set to 10 min. Only the inflow record is included, and the outflow record is not included, as described in definition 3. In the experiment, we choose the data from 2013=12=01 to 2013=12=25 as the training data and use the
data from 2013=12=26 to 2013=12=30 as the testing data. External module factors include temperatures, weather
conditions and holidays.
 BJTaxi: The Beijing taxi dataset consists of 4 time periods: from 2013=07=01 to 2013=10=30; from 2014=03=01 to
2014=06=30; from 2015=03=01 to 2015=6=30; from 2015=11=01 to 2016=04=10. In this dataset, Beijing is divided
into 32  32 regions. The length of each time interval is set to 30 min. Using definition 2, we obtain the inflow
and outflow of the region. In the experiment, we chose from 2013=10=23 to 2013=10=30; from 2014=06=23 to
2014=06=30; from 2015=06=23 to 2015=06=30; and from 2015=04=03 to 2015=04=10; We choose these data as
the testing data and other data as the training data. We use the external module factor to be consistent with
the MLElectricity dataset.
5.2. Implementation details
5.2.1. Data preprocessing
We use the transformation method to convert the information (i.e., day-of-week, weekend/weekday, holidays and
weather conditions) in the external module into binary vectors, which is similar to [6].
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We convert the dataset data to the ½0; 1 scale by min–max normalization, which improves the convergence speed and
accuracy of the model. The definition of min–max normalization is as follows:

Y new ¼

Y  Y min
;
Y max  Y min

ð9Þ

where Y is the current value of the sample data; Y max is the maximum value of the sample data, and Y min is the minimum
value of the sample data; and Y new is the value mapped between ½0; 1.
We perform min-max normalization on existing methods and compare these methods with our proposed LMST3DResNet.
5.2.2. Hyperparameters
We build models based on TensorFlow and Keras. For the MLElectricity dataset, we only consider the electricity inflow,
and we set it to the 1 channel. Because there is only one month of data, we made daily predictions for the period. The lengths
of closeness, trend and period on MLElectricity are set to 4; 4, and 4, respectively. For the BJTaxi dataset, we consider the inflow
and outflow of the vehicle and set it to 2 channels to predict the situation of the regional vehicle. We made daily predictions
for the period. The lengths of closeness, trend and period are set to 6; 4, and 4, respectively.
5.2.3. 3D layer parameters
When considering the LMST3D-ResNet structure, we focus on the hyperparameters of the 3D convolutional layer and the
3D pooling layer. We apply the 3D convolutional layer and a residual unit with a batch size of 64, shown in Figure 5. We use
the early-stop algorithm to obtain the best verification score on the training model, and the training model sets a fixed number of epochs on the full training data.
For the MLElectricity dataset, its spatial dimension is 8  16, which corresponds to about 8 km  16 km rectangles. We set
the 3D volume size in all branches to 4  8  16. The kernel size of the 3D convolutional layer of the first layer of all branches
is set to ð3; 2; 3Þ, and the kernel size is set to ð2; 2; 3Þ in the residual network. The stride of all 3D convolutional layer is set to
ð1; 1; 1Þ. The number of 3D convolution filters in all branches is 32. Then, we apply the 3D max-pooling layer followed by the
above operation, where the kernel size is ð1; 2; 2Þ. The stride of all 3D max-pooling layer is set to ð1; 2; 2Þ. To reduce the overfitting problem, we use the dropout layer with a dropout rate set to 0:2.
For the BJTaxi dataset, because its spatial dimension is 32  32 larger than the MLElectricity dataset, we set the 3D volume size in all branches to 4  32  32. In the closeness branch, the kernel size of all 3D convolutional layers is ð2; 3; 3Þ. In the
trend and period branches, the 3D convolutional layer kernel size of the first layer is ð2; 3; 3Þ. The kernel size is ð1; 3; 3Þ in the
residual network. The stride of all 3D convolutional layer is set to ð1; 1; 1Þ. The number of 3D convolution filters for the first
layer in all branches is 32, and the number of 3D convolution filters in the residual network is 64. The max-pooling and dropout layers are the same as the MLElectricity dataset.
5.2.4. Evaluation metrics
In the experiment, we evaluated our method by the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean average percentage error
(MAPE), which is the same as the evaluation of the methods in [34,36,6]. The two evaluation metrics are defined as follows:

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u N 
2
u 1 X i;j
b  Y i;j
Y
RMSE ¼ t
t
t
N a¼1

ð10Þ

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u N
b i;j  Y i;j j
u 1 X jY
t
t
MAPE ¼ t
N a¼1
Y i;j
t

ð11Þ

b i;j and Y i;j , respectively, represent the predicted value and the real value,
In the city region i; j 2 I; J with current time t; Y
t
t
and N is the total number of samples.
5.3. Methods in region-based prediction
We divide the spatial-temporal prediction method into the following three types, and our methods are compared to these
methods.
5.3.1. Time-series methods
 HA: Historical average(HA) is an estimate of the inflow and outflow of the region based on the average of the historical
time interval in the city region.
 ARIMA [23]: The autoregressive integrated moving average(ARIMA) is the most common model used in statistical models
for time-series prediction. It is widely used because it is relatively simple.
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5.3.2. Statistical methods
 LinUOTD [11]: LinUOTD uses a simple model structure to avoid the repetitive design of the model and a linear regression
model for regularizing spatial-temporal features.
 XGBoost [29]: XGBoost is a method of building and extending trees based on approximate tree learning algorithms and
sparsity-aware algorithms, which can extend more unknown resources with fewer resources available. This is effective
for learning linear spatial-temporal features.
5.3.3. Deep learning methods
 MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP): In the method comparison, MLP learns spatial-temporal features for using four fully connected layers of neural networks.
 ConvLSTM [37]: ConvLSTM adds a convolutional structure to LSTM. Convolutional layers have the ability to better learn
spatial-temporal features.
 DeepSD [33]:DeepSD uses artificial neural networks to predict differences in taxi supply and demand patterns. It can be
regarded as a kind of MLP-extended model that addresses the supply and demand mode and the external environment
information (i.e., weather and traffic information). Note that we have no external environment information; therefore, we
have not considered these modules.
 ST-ResNet [6]: ST-ResNet is a deep learning framework based on CNNs that join the residual network and modeling traffic
vehicle images for different time periods in city regions. From historical images of traffic vehicles, the model captures
trends, periods and closeness information of city regions through CNNs. The external module factors are extracted and
merged with the output in CNNs. Then, the tan function fuses these related features.
 STDN [21]: STDN simulates spatial, temporal, and dynamic correlations by combining local a CNN, an LSTM, and an attention mechanism. In the comparative experiment, we modified the STDN part of the code to fit the dataset. We maintain its
original network structure and then compare it. The input of the local CNN is 7  7, the long-term period information is 4,
the lengths of the short-term LSTM for the MLElectricity and BJTaxi datasets are set 4 and 6, respectively.
 MST3D [34]: MST3D implements multiple 3D CNNs to make full use of low-level spatial-temporal correlation
features.
We conduct the Student’s t-test. Our proposals of LMST3D and LMST3D-ResNet obtain the lowest RMSE and MAPE on the
datasets. We analyze the results of the various methods in Table 1 and Table 2. The traditional time-series prediction methods (i.e., HA and ARIMA) do not achieve good results. They predict future values that depend on historical time records, while
they ignore spatial and other external module features.
Spatial prediction methods (i.e., LinUOTD and XGBoost) consider the features of spatial correlation and linear temporal
correlation. Therefore, these methods achieve better performance than traditional time-series methods. However, they still
fail to capture complex nonlinear temporal correlation and dynamic spatial relationships.
In the deep learning prediction methods (i.e., MLP, DeepSD, ST-ResNet, STDN and MST3D), the following distinctions
are noted. MLP learns spatial-temporal features for using fully connected layers of neural networks. However, it does not
explicitly simulate the correlation between spatial and temporal features. DeepSD can be regarded as a kind of
MLP-extended model that addresses the supply and demand mode and the external environment information. However,
it does not consider the temporal and space dependence of the model. ST-ResNet captures the city spatial-temporal correlation features through the CNN powerful feature learning capabilities, but it does not consider local regions. STDN
uses local 2D CNNs to extract local spatial features, and it uses an LSTM to extract temporal correlation features. It combines the advantages of the local CNN and LSTM. However, it can only capture high-level layer spatial-temporal correlations without considering low-level layer spatial-temporal correlations. MST3D is proposed implementing multiple 3D
CNNs to make full use of low-level spatial-temporal correlation features, but it does not consider local spatial
relationships.
In Table 1 and Table 2, our proposed LMST3D-ResNet extracts features for closeness, trend, and period branches in the
inflow and outflow of the local region while also considering external module information. LMST3D-ResNet is better than
all the baselines. Two different types of datasets achieve the minimum RMSE and MAPE. In the MLElectricity dataset, we
obtain an RMSE and MAPE of 6:34 and 20:65%, respectively. In the BJTaxi dataset, the RMSE and MAPE are 15:67 and
14:44%, respectively. Therefore, we can clearly see that our proposed LMST3D and LMST3D-ResNet framework achieve better accuracy, as shown in bold in Table 1.
5.4. Performance evaluation and analysis
Table 1 shows the results of our proposed LMST3D-ResNet compared to the existing methods in RMSE and MAPE. Inflow
and outflow methods are considered on the MLElectricity and BJTaxi datasets. Table 2 shows the detailed results of BJTaxi for
inflow and outflow.
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Table 1
Baseline comparison on MLElectricity and BJTaxi.
Method

MLElectricity

BJTaxi

RMSE

MAPE

RMSE

MAPE

HA
ARIMA
LinUOTD
XGBoost
MLP
ConvLSTM
DeepSD
ST-ResNet
STDN
MST3D

14.65
10.47
10.05
7.56
8.16
8.31
7.43
7.18
6.93
6.51

40.37%
30.28%
29.35%
24.46%
25.43%
26.08%
23.86%
22.61%
21.89%
21.15%

57.69
22.78
21.23
17.84
18.25
19.54
18.07
16.89
16.65
15.99

38.34%
22.13%
20.22%
17.62%
17.83%
18.63%
17.71%
15.48%
15.27%
14.78%

LMST3D

6:47D

20:87%D

15:84D

14:73%D

LMST3D-ResNet

6:34

DD

20:65%

DD

15:67

DD

14:44%DD

DD(D) means the result is significant according to Students T-test at level 0:01 (0:05) compared to MST3D.

Table 2
Inflow and outflow results on BJTaxi.
Methods

Inflow

Outflow

RMSE

MAPE

RMSE

MAPE

HA
ARIMA
LinUOTD
XGBoost
MLP
ConvLSTM
DeepSD
ST-ResNet
STDN
MST3D

57.57
22.58
21.19
17.61
18.23
19.29
17.95
16.74
16.43
15.98

37.76%
22.12%
20.02%
17.42%
17.54%
18.55%
17.29%
15.01%
15.12%
14.71%

57.89
22.96
21.44
18.23
18.30
19.98
18.31
17.01
16.78
16.11

39.68%
22.19%
20.33%
17.69%
18.21%
18.72%
17.94%
15.78%
15.44%
14.85%

LMST3D
LMST3D-ResNet

15.78
15.64

14.67%
14.36%

15.87
15.71

14.78%
14.48%

5.5. Performance of multiple different factors
We evaluated the performance of our method through branches of different factors on the MLElectricity and BJTaxi
datasets.
5.5.1. Our proposed LMST3D performance
Figure 6 shows the RMSE and MAPE in the MLElectricity dataset. Figure 7 shows the RMSE and MAPE in the BJTaxi dataset.
The processing method is as follows:





LMST3D-C: In this method, we only consider the spatial-temporal features of the closeness branch.
LMST3D-CT: In this method, our framwork uses closeness and trend branches only.
LMST3D-CTP: In this method, our framwork uses closeness, trend and period branches.
LMST3D: Our framework considers closeness, trend, period and external branches.

According to Figure 6 and 7, LMST3D-C learns local spatial-temporal features of the closeness branch. LMST3D-CT and
LMST3D-CTP further improve performance by adding trend and period branches. LMST3D adds an external branch that combines the different factors. It further decreases the RMSE and MAPE values compared to other benchmarks. LMST3D proves
that considering multiple factors can help improve the accuracy of city region predictions.
5.5.2. Our proposed LMST3D-ResNet performance
Figure 8 shows the RMSE and MAPE in the MLElectricity dataset. Figure 9 shows the RMSE and MAPE in the BJTaxi dataset.
We added a residual network to the LMST3D, and the other processing is similar to the LMST3D as follow:
 LMST3D-ResNet-C: In this method, we only consider the spatial-temporal features of the closeness branch.
 LMST3D-ResNet-CT: In this method, our framework uses closeness and trend branches only.
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Fig. 6. Different factor results for LMST3D on MLElectricity.

Fig. 7. Different factor results for LMST3D on BJTaxi.

Fig. 8. Different factor results for LMST3D-ResNet on MLElectricity.
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Fig. 9. Different factor results for LMST3D-ResNet on BJTaxi.

Table 3
Running time of different methods.
Methods

STDN
LMST3D-ResNet
LMST3D

MLElectricity

BJTaxi

Training
time (s)

Testing
time (s)

Training
time (s)

Testing
time (s)

18980
8680
7426

89.8
37.6
34.3

379600
220906
196384

207.4
97.6
70.5

 LMST3D-ResNet-CTP: In this method, our framework uses closeness, trend and period branches.
 LMST3D-ResNet: Our framework considers closeness, trend, period and external branches.
In Figures 8 and 9, we added the residual network. We can see that the performance is further improved under different
branch conditions. As we described in 4:2, we obtain the lowest RMSE and MAPE compared to other benchmarks.
5.6. Time complexity on different methods of local regions
In Table 3, we compare the runtime of training and testing on existing methods of local region spatial-temporal features.
To compare performance fairly, we evaluate these methods on a single P100 GPU [38]. We see that STDN has the longest
running time in training and testing, and STDN uses a local 2D CNNs + LSTM to predict each region. STDN at high-level layers
combines local spatial features with temporal features, thus depleting more runtime. However, the method adopting 3D
CNNs is implemented to extract features directly, so the running time is relatively small.
In our comparison of LMST3D and LMST3D-ResNet, we can see that LMST3D runs utlizing less time than LMST3D-ResNet.
This is mainly due to the LMST3D-ResNet cross-layer connection operation, so the BJTaxi dataset of 32  32 is more obvious
than the MLElectricity dataset of 8  16.
In summary, our proposed LMST3D and LMST3D-ResNet significantly improved runtime benchmarks. LMST3D-ResNet
consumes some runtime compared to LMST3D, but it is still in an acceptable range and LMST3D-ResNet has relatively better
performance.
6. Conclusions
Region-based predictions are critical to building smart cities, which is challenging for a variety of factors (i.e., climate,
events and weekends). This paper proposes to learn the spatial-temporal features of the region-based prediction, taking into
account the correlations of local region spatial and temporal features and the impact of external module factors. In our
proposed model, a novel region-based information extraction mechanism and an end-to-end multiple spatial-temporal
dependency learning structure are designed for local regions. We propose the LMST3D and LMST3D-ResNet frameworks
for region-based prediction and conduct experiments on two different types of real datasets. Experimental results show that
the proposed framework is superior to the most advanced baseline. In future work, we will further explore a better fusion
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framework to learn spatial-temporal features. More semantic information (i.e., graph-structured information) will be added
to the framework through graph learning.
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